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ABSTRACT
Recent developments in blockchain technology have inspired
innovative new designs in resilient distributed and database
systems. At their core, these blockchain applications typically
use Byzantine fault-tolerant consensus protocols to maintain
a common state across all replicas, even if some replicas
are faulty or malicious. Unfortunately, existing consensus
protocols are not designed to deal with geo-scale deployments
in which many replicas spread across a geographically large
area participate in consensus.
To address this, we present the Geo-Scale Byzantine Fault-
Tolerant consensus protocol (GeoBFT). GeoBFT is de-
signed for excellent scalability by using a topological-aware
grouping of replicas in local clusters, by introducing paral-
lelization of consensus at the local level, and by minimizing
communication between clusters. To validate our vision of
high-performance geo-scale resilient distributed systems, we
implement GeoBFT in our efficient ResilientDB permis-
sioned blockchain fabric. We show that GeoBFT is not
only sound and provides great scalability, but also outper-
forms state-of-the-art consensus protocols by a factor of six
in geo-scale deployments.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Recent interest in blockchain technology has renewed devel-
opment of distributed Byzantine fault-tolerant (Bft) systems
that can deal with failures and malicious attacks of some
participants [8, 14, 17, 21, 24, 46, 49, 56, 74, 75, 79, 93].
Although these systems are safe, they attain low through-
put, especially when the nodes are spread across a wide-area
network (or geographically large distances). We believe this
contradicts the central promises of blockchain technology:
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Table 1: Real-world inter- and intra-cluster commu-
nication costs in terms of the ping round-trip times
(which determines latency) and bandwidth (which
determines throughput). These measurements are
taken in Google Cloud using clusters of n1 machines
(replicas) that are deployed in six different regions.
Ping round-trip times (ms) Bandwidth (Mbit/s)
O I M B T S O I M B T S
Oregon (O) ≤ 1 38 65 136 118 161 7998 669 371 194 188 136
Iowa (I ) ≤ 1 33 98 153 172 10004 752 243 144 120
Montreal (M ) ≤ 1 82 186 202 7977 283 111 102
Belgium (B) ≤ 1 252 270 9728 79 66
Taiwan (T ) ≤ 1 137 7998 160
Sydney (S) ≤ 1 7977
decentralization and democracy, in which arbitrary replicas
at arbitrary distances can participate [33, 44, 49].
At the core of any blockchain system is a Bft consensus
protocol that helps participating replicas to achieve resilience.
Existing blockchain database systems and data-processing
frameworks typically use permissioned blockchain designs
that rely on traditional Bft consensus [45, 47, 55, 88, 76,
87]. These permissioned blockchains employ a fully-replicated
design in which all replicas are known and each replica holds
a full copy of the data (the blockchain).
1.1 Challenges for Geo-scale Blockchains
To enable geo-scale deployment of a permissioned block-
chain system, we believe that the underlying consensus proto-
col must distinguish between local and global communication.
This belief is easily supported in practice. For example, in
Table 1 we illustrate the ping round-trip time and bandwidth
measurements. These measurements show that global mes-
sage latencies are at least 33–270 times higher than local
latencies, while the maximum throughput is 10–151 times
lower, both implying that communication between regions is
several orders of magnitude more costly than communication
within regions. Hence, a blockchain system needs to recog-
nize and minimize global communication if it is to attain
high performance in a geo-scale deployment.
In the design of geo-scale aware consensus protocols, this
translates to two important properties. First, a geo-scale
aware consensus protocol needs to be aware of the network
topology. This can be achieved by clustering replicas in a
region together and favoring communication within such
clusters over global inter-cluster communication. Second, a
geo-scale aware consensus protocol needs to be decentralized :
no single replica or cluster should be responsible for coordi-
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nating all consensus decisions, as such a centralized design
limits the throughput to the outgoing global bandwidth and
latency of this single replica or cluster.
Existing state-of-the-art consensus protocols do not share
these two properties. The influential Practical Byzantine
Fault Tolerance consensus protocol (Pbft) [18, 19] is cen-
tralized, as it relies on a single primary replica to coordinate
all consensus decisions, and requires a vast amount of global
communication (between all pairs of replicas). Protocols
such as Zyzzyva improve on this by reducing communica-
tion costs in the optimal case [9, 62, 63]. However, these
protocols still have a highly centralized design and do not
favor local communication. Furthermore, Zyzzyva provides
high throughput only if there are no failures and requires
reliable clients [3, 23]. The recently introduced HotStuff
improves on Pbft by simplifying the recovery process on
primary failure [94]. This allows HotStuff to efficiently
switch primaries for every consensus decision, providing the
potential of decentralization. However, the design of Hot-
Stuff does not favor local communication, and the usage of
threshold signatures strongly centralizes all communication
for a single consensus decision to the primary of that round.
Another recent protocol PoE provides better throughput
than both Pbft and Zyzzyva in the presence of failures, this
without employing threshold signatures [45]. Unfortunately,
also PoE has a centralized design that depends on a single
primary. Finally, the geo-aware consensus protocol Steward
promises to do better [5], as it recognizes local clusters and
tries to minimize inter-cluster communication. However, due
to its centralized design and reliance on cryptographic primi-
tives with high computational costs, Steward is unable to
benefit from its topological knowledge of the network.
1.2 GeoBFT: Towards Geo-scale Consensus
In this work, we improve on the state-of-the-art by in-
troducing GeoBFT, a topology-aware and decentralized
consensus protocol. In GeoBFT, we group replicas in a
region into clusters, and we let each cluster make consensus
decisions independently. These consensus decisions are then
shared via an optimistic low-cost communication protocol
with the other clusters, in this way assuring that all replicas
in all clusters are able to learn the same sequence of consensus
decisions: if we have two clusters C1 and C2 with n replicas
each, then our optimistic communication protocol requires
only dn/3e messages to be sent from C1 to C2 when C1 needs
to share local consensus decisions with C2. In specific, we
make the following contributions:
1. We introduce the GeoBFT consensus protocol, a novel
consensus protocol that performs a topological-aware
grouping of replicas into local clusters to minimize
global communication. GeoBFT also decentralizes
consensus by allowing each cluster to make consensus
decisions independently.
2. To reduce global communication, we introduce a novel
global sharing protocol that optimistically performs
minimal inter-cluster communication, while still en-
abling reliable detection of communication failure.
3. The optimistic global sharing protocol is supported by
a novel remote view-change protocol that deals with
any malicious behavior and any failures.
Table 2: The normal-case metrics of Bft consensus
protocols in a system with z clusters, each with n
replicas of which at most f, n > 3f , are Byzantine.
GeoBFT provides the lowest global communication
cost per consensus decision (transaction) and oper-
ates decentralized.
Protocol Decisions Communication Centralized
(Local) (Global)
GeoBFT (our paper) z O(2zn2) O(fz2) No

single decision 1 O(4n2) O(fz) No
Steward 1 O(2zn2) O(z2) Yes
Zyzzyva 1 O(zn) Yes
Pbft 1 O(2(zn)2) Yes
PoE 1 O((zn)2) Yes
HotStuff 1 O(8(zn)) Partly
Each cluster runs Pbft to
select, locally replicate, and
certify a client request.
Primaries at each cluster
share the certified client
request with other clusters.
Order the certified requests,
execute them, and inform
local clients.
Local replication Inter-cluster sharing Ordering and execution
Figure 1: Steps in a round of the GeoBFT protocol.
4. We prove that GeoBFT guarantees safety : it achieves
a unique sequence of consensus decisions among all
replicas and ensures that clients can reliably detect
when their transactions are executed, this independent
of any malicious behavior by any replicas.
5. We show that GeoBFT guarantees liveness: whenever
the network provides reliable communication, GeoBFT
continues successful operation, this independent of any
malicious behavior by any replicas.
6. To validate our vision of using GeoBFT in geo-scale
settings, we present our ResilientDB fabric [48] and
implement GeoBFT in this fabric.1
7. We also implemented other state-of-the-art Bft proto-
cols in ResilientDB (Zyzzyva, Pbft, HotStuff, and
Steward), and evaluate GeoBFT against these Bft
protocols using the YCSB benchmark [25]. We show
that GeoBFT achieves up-to-six times more through-
put than existing Bft protocols.
In Table 2, we provide a summary of the complexity of
the normal-case operations of GeoBFT and compare this
to the complexity of other popular Bft protocols.
2. GeoBFT: GEO-SCALE CONSENSUS
We now present our Geo-Scale Byzantine Fault-Tolerant
consensus protocol (GeoBFT) that uses topological infor-
mation to group all replicas in a single region into a single
cluster. Likewise, GeoBFT assigns each client to a single
cluster. This clustering helps in attaining high throughput
and scalability in geo-scale deployments. GeoBFT operates
in rounds, and in each round, every cluster will be able to
propose a single client request for execution. Next, we sketch
the high-level working of such a round of GeoBFT. Each
round consists of the three steps sketched in Figure 1: local
replication, global sharing, and ordering and execution, which
we further detail next.
1We have open-sourced our ResilientDB fabric at https:
//resilientdb.com/.
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Figure 2: Representation of the normal-case algo-
rithm of GeoBFT running on two clusters. Clients
ci, i ∈ {1, 2}, request transactions Ti from their local
cluster Ci. The primary PCi ∈ Ci replicates this trans-
action to all local replicas using Pbft. At the end of
local replication, the primary can produce a cluster
certificate for Ti. These are shared with other clus-
ters via inter-cluster communication, after which all
replicas in all clusters can execute Ti and Ci can in-
form ci.
1. At the start of each round, each cluster chooses a sin-
gle transaction of a local client. Next, each cluster
locally replicates its chosen transaction in a Byzantine
fault-tolerant manner using Pbft. At the end of suc-
cessful local replication, Pbft guarantees that each
non-faulty replica can prove successful local replication
via a commit certificate.
2. Next, each cluster shares the locally-replicated trans-
action along with its commit certificate with all other
clusters. To minimize inter-cluster communication, we
use a novel optimistic global sharing protocol. Our op-
timistic global sharing protocol has a global phase in
which clusters exchange locally-replicated transactions,
followed by a local phase in which clusters distribute
any received transactions locally among all local repli-
cas. To deal with failures, the global sharing protocol
utilizes a novel remote view-change protocol.
3. Finally, after receiving all transactions that are locally-
replicated in other clusters, each replica in each cluster
can deterministically order all these transactions and
proceed with their execution. After execution, the
replicas in each cluster inform only local clients of the
outcome of the execution of their transactions (e.g.,
confirm execution or return any execution results).
In Figure 2, we sketch a single round of GeoBFT in a
setting of two clusters with four replicas each.
2.1 Preliminaries
To present GeoBFT in detail, we first introduce the system
model we use and the relevant notations.
Let R be a set of replicas. We model a topological-aware
system as a partitioning of R into a set of clusters S =
{C1, . . . , Cz}, in which each cluster Ci, 1 ≤ i ≤ z, is a set
of |Ci| = n replicas of which at most f are faulty and can
behave in Byzantine, possibly coordinated and malicious,
manners. We assume that in each cluster n > 3f .
Remark 2.1. We assumed z clusters with n > 3f replicas
each. Hence, n = 3f + j for some j ≥ 1. We use the
same failure model as Steward [5], but our failure model
differs from the more-general failure model utilized by Pbft,
Zyzzyva, and HotStuff [9, 18, 19, 62, 63, 94]. These
protocols can each tolerate the failure of up-to-bzn/3c =
b(3fz + zj)/3c = fz + bzj/3c replicas, even if more than f of
these failures happen in a single region; whereas GeoBFT
and Steward can only tolerate fz failures, of which at most
f can happen in a single cluster. E.g., if n = 13, f = 4, and
z = 7, then GeoBFT and Steward can tolerate fz = 28
replica failures in total, whereas the other protocols can
tolerate 30 replica failures. The failure model we use enables
the efficient geo-scale aware design of GeoBFT, this without
facing well-known communication bounds [32, 35, 36, 37, 41].
We write f(Ci) to denote the Byzantine replicas in cluster
Ci and nf(Ci) = Ci \ f(Ci) to denote the non-faulty replicas
in Ci. Each replica R ∈ Ci has a unique identifier id(R),
1 ≤ id(R) ≤ n. We assume that non-faulty replicas behave in
accordance to the protocol and are deterministic: on identical
inputs, all non-faulty replicas must produce identical outputs.
We do not make any assumptions on clients: all client can
be malicious without affecting GeoBFT.
Some messages in GeoBFT are forwarded (for example,
the client request and commit certificates during inter-cluster
sharing). To ensure that malicious replicas do not tamper
with messages while forwarding them, we sign these mes-
sages using digital signatures [58, 72]. We write 〈m〉u to
denote a message signed by u. We assume that it is practi-
cally impossible to forge digital signatures. We also assume
authenticated communication: Byzantine replicas can imper-
sonate each other, but no replica can impersonate another
non-faulty replica. Hence, on receipt of a message m from
replica R ∈ Ci, one can determine that R did send m if
R /∈ f(Ci); and one can only determine that m was sent by a
non-faulty replica if R ∈ nf(Ci). In the permissioned setting,
authenticated communication is a minimal requirement to
deal with Byzantine behavior, as otherwise Byzantine repli-
cas can impersonate all non-faulty replicas (which would
lead to so-called Sybil attacks) [39]. For messages that are
forwarded, authenticated communication is already provided
via digital signatures. For all other messages, we use less-
costly message authentication codes [58, 72]. Replicas will
discard any messages that are not well-formed, have invalid
message authentication codes (if applicable), or have invalid
signatures (if applicable).
Next, we define the consensus provided by GeoBFT.
Definition 2.2. Let S be a system over R. A single run
of any consensus protocol should satisfy the following two
requirements:
Termination Each non-faulty replica in R executes a trans-
action.
Non-divergence All non-faulty replicas execute the same
transaction.
Termination is typically referred to as liveness, whereas
non-divergence is typically referred to as safety. A single
round of our GeoBFT consists of z consecutive runs of
the Pbft consensus protocol. Hence, in a single round of
GeoBFT, all non-faulty replicas execute the same sequence
of z transactions.
To provide safety, we do not need any other assumptions
on communication or on the behavior of clients. Due to well-
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known impossibility results for asynchronous consensus [15,
16, 42, 43], we can only provide liveness in periods of reliable
bounded-delay communication during which all messages sent
by non-faulty replicas will arrive at their destination within
some maximum delay.
2.2 Local Replication
In the first step of GeoBFT, the local replication step,
each cluster will independently choose a client request to
execute. Let S be a system. Each round ρ of GeoBFT
starts with each cluster C ∈ S replicating a client request
T of client c ∈ clients(C). To do so, GeoBFT relies on
Pbft [18, 19],2 a primary-backup protocol in which one
replica acts as the primary, while all the other replicas act as
backups. In Pbft, the primary is responsible for coordinating
the replication of client transactions. We write PC to denote
the replica in C that is the current local primary of cluster
C. The normal-case of Pbft operates in four steps which we
sketch in Figure 3. Next, we detail these steps.
First, the primary PC receives client requests of the form
〈T 〉c, transactions T signed by a local client c ∈ clients(C).
Then, in round ρ, PC chooses a request 〈T 〉c and initiates
the replication of this request by proposing it to all replicas
via a preprepare message. When a backup replica receives
a preprepare message from the primary, it agrees to par-
ticipate in a two-phase Byzantine commit protocol. This
commit protocol can succeed if at least n − 2f non-faulty
replicas receive the same preprepare message.
In the first phase of the Byzantine commit protocol, each
replica R responds to the preprepare message m by broad-
casting a prepare message in support of m. After broad-
casting the prepare message, R waits until it receives n− f
prepare messages in support of m (indicating that at least
n− 2f non-faulty replicas support m).
Finally, after receiving these messages, R enters the second
phase of the Byzantine commit protocol and broadcasts a
commit message in support of m. Once a replica R receives
n− f commit messages in support of m, it has the guarantee
that eventually all replicas will commit to 〈T 〉c.
This protocol exchanges sufficient information among all
replicas to enable detection of malicious behavior of the
primary and to recover from any such behavior. Moreover,
on success, each non-faulty replica R ∈ C will be committed
to the proposed request 〈T 〉c and will be able to construct
a commit certificate [〈T 〉c, ρ]R that proves this commitment.
In GeoBFT, this commit certificate consists of the client
request 〈T 〉c and n− f > 2f identical commit messages for
〈T 〉c signed by distinct replicas. Optionally, GeoBFT can
use threshold signatures to represent these n− f signatures
via a single constant-sized threshold signature [85].
In GeoBFT, we use a Pbft implementation that only uses
digital signatures for client requests and commit messages,
as these are the only messages that need forwarding. In this
configuration, Pbft provides the following properties:
Lemma 2.3 (Castro et al. [18, 19]). Let S be a system and
let C ∈ S be a cluster with n > 3f . We have the following:
2Other consensus protocols such as Zyzzyva [9, 62, 63] and
HotStuff [94] promise to improve on Pbft by sharply
reducing communication. In our setting, where local commu-
nication is abundant (see Table 1), such improvements are
unnecessary, and the costs of Zyzzyva (reliable clients) and
HotStuff (high computational complexity) can be avoided.
R3
R2
R1
PC
c 〈T 〉c
Construct
[〈T 〉c, ρ]C
preprepare prepare commit
Figure 3: The normal-case working of round ρ of
Pbft within a cluster C: a client c requests trans-
action T , the primary PC proposes this request to
all local replicas, which prepare and commit this
proposal, and, finally, all replicas can construct a
commit certificate.
Termination If communication is reliable, has bounded de-
lay, and a replica R ∈ C is able to construct a com-
mit certificate [〈T 〉c, ρ]R, then all non-faulty replicas
R′ ∈ nf(C) will eventually be able to construct a commit
certificate [〈T ′〉c′ , ρ]R′ .
Non-divergence If replicas R1, R2 ∈ C are able to con-
struct commit certificates [〈T1〉c1 , ρ]R1 and [〈T2〉c2 , ρ]R2 ,
respectively, then T1 = T2 and c1 = c2.
From Lemma 2.3, we conclude that all commit certificates
made by replicas in C for round ρ show commitment to
the same client request 〈T 〉c. Hence, we write [〈T 〉c, ρ]C, to
represent a commit certificate from some replica in cluster C.
To guarantee the correctness of Pbft (Lemma 2.3), we
need to prove that both non-divergence and termination
hold. From the normal-case working outlined above and in
Figure 3, Pbft guarantees non-divergence independent of
the behavior of the primary or any malicious replicas.
To guarantee termination when communication is reliable
and has bounded delay, Pbft uses view-changes and check-
points. If the primary is faulty and prevents any replica
from making progress, then the view-change protocol enables
non-faulty replicas to reliably detect primary failure, recover
a common non-divergent state, and trigger primary replace-
ment until a non-faulty primary is found. After a successful
view-change, progress is resumed. We refer to these Pbft-
provided view-changes as local view-changes. The checkpoint
protocol enables non-faulty replicas to recover from failures
and malicious behavior that do not trigger a view-change.
2.3 Inter-Cluster Sharing
Once a cluster has completed local replication of a client
request, it proceeds with the second step: sharing the client
request with all other clusters. Let S be a system and
C ∈ S be a cluster. After C reaches local consensus on client
request 〈T 〉c in round ρ—enabling construction of the commit
certificate [〈T 〉c, ρ]C that proves local consensus—C needs to
exchange this client request and the accompanying proof with
all other clusters. This exchange step requires global inter-
cluster communication, which we want to minimize while
retaining the ability to reliably detect failure of the sender.
However, minimizing this inter-cluster communication is not
as straightforward as it sounds, which we illustrate next:
Example 2.4. Let S be a system with two clusters C1, C2 ∈ S.
Consider a simple global communication protocol in which a
message m is sent from C1 to C2 by requiring the primary PC1
to send m to the primary PC2 (which can then disseminate m
in C2). In this protocol, the replicas in C2 cannot determine
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C2
Figure 4: A schematic representation of the normal-
case working of the global sharing protocol used by
C1 to send m = (〈T 〉c, [〈T 〉c, ρ]C1) to C2.
The global phase (used by the primary PC1 ) :
1: Choose a set S of f + 1 replicas in C2.
2: Send m to each replica in S.
The local phase (used by replicas R ∈ C2) :
3: event receive m from a replica Q ∈ C1 do
4: Broadcast m to all replicas in C2.
Figure 5: The normal-case global sharing protocol
used by C1 to send m = (〈T 〉c, [〈T 〉c, ρ]C1) to C2.
what went wrong if they do not receive any messages. To
show this, we distinguish two cases:
(1) PC1 is Byzantine and behaves correctly toward every
replica, except that it never sends messages to PC2 , while
PC2 is non-faulty.
(2) PC1 is non-faulty, while PC2 is Byzantine and behaves
correctly toward every replica, except that it drops all mes-
sages sent by PC1 .
In both cases, the replicas in C2 do not receive any messages
from C1, while both clusters see correct behavior of their
primaries with respect to local consensus. Indeed, with this
little amount of communication, it is impossible for replicas
in C2 to determine whether PC1 is faulty (and did not send
any messages) or PC2 is faulty (and did not forward any
received messages from C1).
In GeoBFT, we employ an optimistic approach to reduce
communication among the clusters. Our optimistic approach
consists of a low-cost normal-case protocol that will suc-
ceed when communication is reliable and the primary of the
sending cluster is non-faulty. To deal with any failures, we
use a remote view-change protocol that guarantees eventual
normal-case behavior when communication is reliable. First,
we describe the normal-case protocol, after which we will
describe in detail the remote view-change protocol.
Optimistic inter-cluster sending. In the optimistic case,
where participants are non-faulty, we want to send a min-
imum number of messages while retaining the ability to
reliably detect failure of the sender. In Example 2.4, we
already showed that sending only a single message is not
sufficient. Sending f + 1 messages is sufficient, however.
Let m = (〈T 〉c, [〈T 〉c, ρ]C1) be the message that some
replica in cluster C1 needs to send to some replicas C2. Note
that m includes the request replicated in C1 in round ρ, and
the commit-certificate, which is the proof that such a replica-
tion did take place. Based on the observations made above,
we propose a two-phase normal-case global sharing protocol.
We sketch this normal-case sending protocol in Figure 4 and
present the detailed pseudo-code for this protocol in Figure 5.
In the global phase, the primary PC1 sends m to f + 1
replicas in C2. In the local phase, each non-faulty replica
R ∈ nf(C2) that receives a well-formed m forwards m to all
replicas in its cluster C2.
Proposition 2.5. Let S be a system, let C1, C2 ∈ S be two
clusters, and let m = (〈T 〉c, [〈T 〉c, ρ]C1) be the message C1
sends to C2 using the normal-case global sharing protocol of
Figure 5. We have the following:
Receipt If the primary PC1 is non-faulty and communica-
tion is reliable, then every replica in C2 will eventually
receive m.
Agreement Replicas in C2 will only accept client request
〈T 〉c from C1 in round ρ.
Proof. If the primary PC1 is non-faulty and communication
is reliable, then f + 1 replicas in C2 will receive m (Line 2).
As at most f replicas in C2 are Byzantine, at least one of
these receiving replicas is non-faulty and will forward this
message m to all replicas in C2 (Line 4), proving termination.
The commit certificate [〈T 〉c, ρ]C1 cannot be forged by
faulty replicas, as it contains signed commit messages from
n− f > f replicas. Hence, the integrity of any message m for-
warded by replicas in C2 can easily be verified. Furthermore,
Lemma 2.3 rules out the existence of any other messages
m′ = [〈T ′〉c′ , ρ]C1 , proving agreement.
We notice that there are two cases in which replicas in C2
do not receive m from C1: either PC1 is faulty and did not
send m to f +1 replicas in C2, or communication is unreliable,
and messages are delayed or lost. In both cases, non-faulty
replicas in C2 initiate remote view-change to force primary
replacement in C1 (causing replacement of the primary PC1).
Remote view-change. The normal-case global sharing pro-
tocol outlined will only succeed if communication is reliable
and the primary of the sending cluster is non-faulty. To
recover from any failures, we provide a remote view-change
protocol. Let S = {C1, . . . , Cz} be a system. To simplify
presentation, we focus on the case in which the primary of
cluster C1 fails to send m = (〈T 〉c, [〈T 〉c, ρ]C1) to replicas of
C2. Our remote view-change protocol consists of four phases,
which we detail next.
First, non-faulty replicas in cluster C2 detect the failure of
the current primary PC1 of C1 to send m. Note that although
the replicas in C2 have no information about the contents of
message m, they are awaiting arrival of a well-formed message
m from C1 in round ρ. Second, the non-faulty replicas in C2
initiate agreement on failure detection. Third, after reaching
agreement, the replicas in C2 send their request for a remote
view-change to the replicas in C1 in a reliable manner. In the
fourth and last phase, the non-faulty replicas in C1 trigger a
local view-change, replace PC1 , and instruct the new primary
to resume global sharing with C2. Next, we explain each
phase in detail.
To be able to detect failure, C2 must assume reliable com-
munication with bounded delay. This allows the usage of
timers to detect failure. To do so, every replica R ∈ C2
sets a timer for C1 at the start of round ρ and waits until
it receives a valid message m from C1. If the timer expires
before R receives such an m, then R detects failure of C1
in round ρ. Successful detection will eventually lead to a
remote view-change request.
From the perspective of C1, remote view-changes are con-
trolled by external parties. This leads to several challenges
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Figure 6: A schematic representation of the remote
view-change protocol of GeoBFT running at a sys-
tem S over R. This protocol is triggered when a
cluster C2 ∈ S expects a message from C1 ∈ S, but
does not receive this message in time.
not faced by traditional Pbft view-changes (the local view-
changes used within clusters, e.g., as part of local replication):
(1) A remote view-change in C1 requested by C2 should
only trigger at most a single local view-change in C1, other-
wise remote view-changes enable replay attacks.
(2) While replicas in C1 detect failure of PC1 and initiate
local view-change, it is possible that C2 detects failure of C1
and requests remote view-change in C1. In this case, only a
single successful view-change in C1 is necessary.
(3) Likewise, several clusters C2, . . . , Cz can simultaneously
detect failure of C1 and request remote view-change in C1.
Also in this case, only a single successful view-change in C1
is necessary.
Furthermore, a remote view-change request for cluster C1
cannot depend on any information only available to C1 (e.g.,
the current primary PC1 of C1). Likewise, the replicas in C1
cannot determine which messages (for which rounds) have
already been sent by previous (possibly malicious) primaries
of C1: remote view-change requests must include this infor-
mation. Our remote view-change protocol addresses each of
these concerns. In Figures 6 and 7, we sketch this protocol
and its pseudo-code. Next, we describe the protocol in detail.
Let R ∈ C2 be a replica that detects failure of C1 in
round ρ and has already requested v1 remote view-changes
in C1. Once a replica R detects a failure, it initiates the
process of reaching an agreement on this failure among other
replicas of its cluster C2. It does so by broadcasting message
DRvc(C1, ρ, v1) to all replicas in C2 (Line 3 of Figure 7).
Next, R waits until it receives identical DRvc(C1, ρ, v1)
messages from n− f distinct replicas in C2 (Line 12 of Fig-
ure 7). This guarantees that there is agreement among the
non-faulty replicas in C2 that C1 has failed. After receiving
these n− f messages, R requests a remote view-change by
sending message 〈Rvc(C1, ρ, v1)〉R to the replica Q ∈ C1 with
id(R) = id(Q) (Line 13 of Figure 7).
In case some other replica R′ ∈ C2 received m from C1,
then R′ would respond with message m in response to the
message DRvc(C1, ρ, v) (Line 5 of Figure 7). This allows R
to recover in cases where it could not reach an agreement on
the failure of C1. Finally, some replica R′ ∈ C2 may detect
the failure of C1 later than R. To handle such a case, we
require each replica R′ that receives identical DRvc(C1, ρ, v)
messages from f + 1 distinct replicas in C2 to assume that
Initiation role (used by replicas R ∈ C2) :
1: v1 := 0 (number of remote view-changes in C1 requested by R).
2: event detect failure of C1 in round ρ do
3: Broadcast DRvc(C1, ρ, v1) to all replicas in C2.
4: v1 := v1 + 1.
5: event R receives DRvc(C1, ρ, v1) from R′ ∈ C2 do
6: if R received (〈T 〉c, [〈T 〉c, ρ]C) from Q ∈ C1 then
7: Send (〈T 〉c, [〈T 〉c, ρ]C) to R′.
8: event R receives DRvc(C1, ρ, v′1) from f + 1 replicas in C2 do
9: if v1 ≤ v′1 then
10: v1 := v
′
1.
11: Detect failure of C1 in round ρ (if not yet done so).
12: event R receives DRvc(C1, ρ, v1) from n− f replicas in C2 do
13: Send 〈Rvc(C1, ρ, v1)〉R to Q ∈ C1, id(R) = id(Q).
Response role (used by replicas Q ∈ C1) :
14: event Q receives 〈Rvc(C1, ρ, v)〉R from R, R ∈ (R \ C1) do
15: Broadcast 〈Rvc(C1, ρ, v)〉R to all replicas in C1.
16: event Q receives 〈Rvc(C1, ρ, v)〉Ri , 1 ≤ i ≤ f + 1, such that:
1. {Ri | 1 ≤ i ≤ f + 1} ⊂ C′, C′ ∈ S;
2. |{Ri | 1 ≤ i ≤ f + 1}| = f + 1;
3. no recent local view-change was triggered; and
4. C′ did not yet request a v-th remote view-change
do
17: Detect failure of PC1 (if not yet done so).
Figure 7: The remote view-change protocol of
GeoBFT running at a system S over R. This pro-
tocol is triggered when a cluster C2 ∈ S expects a
message from C1 ∈ S, but does not receive this mes-
sage in time.
the cluster C1 has failed. This assumption is valid as one
of these f + 1 messages must have come from a non-faulty
replica in C2, which must have detected the failure of cluster
C1 successfully (Line 8 of Figure 7).
If replica Q ∈ C1 receives a remote view-change request
mRcv = 〈Rvc(ρ, v)〉R from R ∈ C2, then Q verifies whether
mRcv is well-formed. If mRcv is well-formed, Q forwards mRcv
to all replicas in C1 (Line 14 of Figure 7). Once Q receives
f + 1 messages identical to mRcv, signed by distinct replicas
in C2, it concludes that at least one of these remote view-
change requests must have come from a non-faulty replica
in C2. Next, Q determines whether it will honor this remote
view-change request, which Q will do when no concurrent
local view-change is in progress and when this is the first
v-th remote view-change requested by C2 (the lather prevents
replay attacks). If these conditions are met, Q detects its
current primary PC1 as faulty (Line 16 of Figure 7).
When communication is reliable, the above protocol en-
sures that all non-faulty replicas in C1 will detect failure of
PC1 . Hence, eventually a successful local view-change will
be triggered in C1. When a new primary in C1 is elected, it
takes one of the remote view-change requests it received and
determines the rounds for which it needs to send requests
(using the normal-case global sharing protocol of Figure 5).
As replicas in C2 do not know the exact communication de-
lays, they use exponential back off to determine the timeouts
used while detecting subsequent failures of C1.
We are now ready to prove the main properties of remote
view-changes.
Proposition 2.6. Let S be a system, let C1, C2 ∈ S be two
clusters, and let m = (〈T 〉c, [〈T 〉c, ρ]C) be the message C1
needs to send to C2 in round ρ. If communication is reliable
and has bounded delay, then either every replica in C2 will
receive m or C1 will perform a local view-change.
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Proof. Consider the remote view-change protocol of Figure 7.
If a non-faulty replica R′ ∈ nf(C2) receives m, then any
replica in C2 that did not receive m will receive m from R′
(Line 5). In all other cases, at least f + 1 non-faulty replicas
in C2 will not receive m and will timeout. Due to exponential
back-off, eventually each of these f + 1 non-faulty replicas
will initiate and agree on the same v1-th remote view-change.
Consequently, all non-faulty replicas in nf(C2) will participate
in this remote view-change (Line 8). As |nf(C2)| = n−f , each
of these n− f replicas R ∈ nf(C2) will send 〈Rvc(C1, ρ, v)〉R
to some replica Q ∈ C1, id(R) = id(Q) (Line 12). Let
S = {Q ∈ C1 | R ∈ nf(C2) ∧ id(R) = id(Q)} be the set of
receivers in C1 of these messages and let T = S ∩ nf(C1). We
have |S| = n − f > 2f and, hence, |T | > f . Each replica
Q ∈ T will broadcast the message it receives to all replicas
in C1 (Line 14). As |T | > f , this eventually triggers a local
view-change in C1 (Line 16).
Finally, we use the results of Proposition 2.5 and Proposi-
tion 2.6 to conclude
Theorem 2.7. Let S = {C1, . . . , Cz} be a system over
R. If communication is reliable and has bounded delay,
then every replica R ∈ R will, in round ρ, receive a set
{(〈Ti〉ci , [〈Ti〉ci , ρ]Ci) | (1 ≤ i ≤ z) ∧ (ci ∈ clients(Ci))} of z
messages. These sets all contain identical client requests.
Proof. Consider cluster Ci ∈ S. If PCi behaves reliable, then
Proposition 2.5 already proves the statement with respect
to (〈Ti〉ci , [〈Ti〉ci , ρ]Ci). Otherwise, if PCi behaves Byzan-
tine, then then Proposition 2.6 guarantees that either all
replicas in R will receive (〈Ti〉ci , [〈Ti〉ci , ρ]Ci) or PCi will be
replaced via a local view-change. Eventually, these local view-
changes will lead to a non-faulty primary in Ci, after which
Proposition 2.5 again proves the statement with respect to
(〈Ti〉ci , [〈Ti〉ci , ρ]Ci).
2.4 Ordering and Execution
Once replicas of a cluster have chosen a client request for
execution and have received all client requests chosen by
other clusters, they are ready for the final step: ordering and
executing these client requests. In specific, in round ρ, any
non-faulty replica that has valid requests from all clusters
can move ahead and execute these requests.
Theorem 2.7 guarantees after the local replication step (Sec-
tion 2.2) and the inter-cluster sharing step (Section 2.3) each
replica in R will receive the same set of z client requests in
round ρ. Let Sρ = {(〈Ti〉ci | (1 ≤ i ≤ z) ∧ (ci ∈ clients(Ci))}
be this set of z client requests received by each replica.
The last step is to put these client requests in a unique
order, execute them, and inform the clients of the outcome.
To do so, GeoBFT simply uses a pre-defined ordering on the
clusters. For example, each replica executes the transactions
in the order [T1, . . . , Tz]. Once the execution is complete,
each replica R ∈ Ci, 1 ≤ i ≤ z, informs the client ci of
any outcome (e.g., confirmation of execution or the result
of execution). Note that each replica R only informs its
local clients. As all non-faulty replicas are expected to
act deterministic, execution will yield the same state and
results across all non-faulty replicas. Hence, each client ci is
guaranteed to receive identical response from at least f + 1
replicas. As there are at most f faulty replicas per cluster
and faulty replicas cannot impersonate non-faulty replicas, at
least one of these f +1 responses must come from a non-faulty
replica. We conclude the following:
Theorem 2.8 (GeoBFT is a consensus protocol). Let S
be a system over R in which every cluster satisfies n >
3f . A single round of GeoBFT satisfies the following two
requirements:
Termination If communication is reliable and has bounded
delay, then GeoBFT guarantees that each non-faulty
replica in R executes z transactions.
Non-divergence GeoBFT guarantees that all non-faulty
replicas execute the same z transaction.
Proof. Both termination and non-divergence are direct corol-
laries of Theorem 2.7.
2.5 Final Remarks
Until now we have presented the design of GeoBFT using
a strict notion of rounds. Only during the last step of each
round of GeoBFT, which orders and executes client requests
(Section 2.4), this strict notion of rounds is required. All
other steps can be performed out-of-order. For example,
local replication and inter-cluster sharing of client requests
for future rounds can happen in parallel with ordering and
execution of client requests. In specific, the replicas of a
cluster Ci, 1 ≤ i ≤ z can replicate the requests for round
ρ+ 2, share the requests for round ρ+ 1 with other clusters,
and execute requests for round ρ in parallel. Hence, GeoBFT
needs minimal synchronization between clusters.
Additionally, we do not require that every cluster always
has client requests available. When a cluster C does not
have client requests to execute in a round, the primary PC
can propose a no-op-request. The primary PC can detect
the need for such a no-op request in round ρ when it starts
receiving client requests for round ρ from other clusters. As
with all requests, also such no-op requests requires commit
certificates obtained via local replication.
To prevent that PC can indefinitely ignore requests from
some or all clients in clients(C), we rely on standard Pbft
techniques to detect and resolve such attacks during local
replication. These techniques effectively allow clients in
clients(C) to force the cluster to process its request, ruling
out the ability of faulty primaries to indefinitely propose
no-op requests when client requests are available.
Furthermore, to simplify presentation, we have assumed
that every cluster has exactly the same size and that the set
of replicas never change. These assumptions can be lifted,
however. GeoBFT can easily be extended to also work with
clusters of varying size, this only requires minor tweaks on
the remote view-change protocol of Figure 7 (the conditions
at Line 16 rely on the cluster sizes, see Proposition 2.6).
To deal with faulty replicas that eventually recover, we can
rely on the same techniques as Pbft [18, 19]. Full dynamic
membership, in which replicas can join and leave GeoBFT
via some vetted automatic procedure, is a challenge for any
permissioned blockchain and remains an open problem for
future work [13, 83].
3. IMPLEMENTATION IN ResilientDB
GeoBFT is designed to enable geo-scale deployment of a
permissioned blockchain. Next, we present our Resilient-
DB fabric [48], a permissioned blockchain fabric that uses
GeoBFT to provide such a geo-scale aware high-performance
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permissioned blockchain. ResilientDB is especially tuned
to enterprise-level blockchains in which (i) replicas can be
dispersed over a wide area network; (ii) links connecting
replicas at large distances have low bandwidth; (iii) replicas
are untrusted but known; and (iv) applications require high
throughput and low latency. These four properties are di-
rectly motivated by practical properties of geo-scale deployed
distributed systems (see Table 1 in Section 1). In Figure 8,
we present the architecture of ResilientDB.
At the core of ResilientDB is the ordering of client
requests and appending them to the ledger—the immutable
append-only blockchain representing the ordered sequence of
accepted client requests. The order of each client request will
be determined via GeoBFT, which we described in Section 2.
Next, we focus on how the ledger is implemented and on
other practical details that enable geo-scale performance.
The ledger (blockchain). The key purpose of any block-
chain fabric is the maintenance of the ledger: the immutable
append-only blockchain representing the ordered sequence of
client requests accepted. In ResilientDB, the i-th block in
the ledger consists of the i-th executed client request. Recall
that in each round ρ of GeoBFT, each replica executes z
requests, each belonging to a different cluster Ci, 1 ≤ i ≤ z.
Hence, in each round ρ, each replica creates z blocks in the
order of execution of the z requests. To assure immutability
of each block, the block not only consists of the client request,
but also contains a commit certificate. This prevents tam-
pering of any block, as only a single commit certificate can
be made per cluster per GeoBFT round (Lemma 2.3). As
ResilientDB is designed to be a fully-replicated blockchain,
each replica independently maintains a full copy of the ledger.
The immutable structure of the ledger also helps when re-
covering replicas: tampering of its ledger by any replica can
easily be detected. Hence, a recovering replica can simply
read the ledger of any replica it chooses and directly verify
whether the ledger can be trusted (is not tampered with).
Cryptography. The implementation of GeoBFT and the
ledger requires the availability of strong cryptographic prim-
itives, e.g., to provide digital signatures and authenticated
communication (see Section 2.1). To do so, ResilientDB
provides its replicas and clients access to NIST-recommended
strong cryptographic primitives [10]. In specific, we use
ED25519-based digital signatures to sign our messages and
we use AES-CMAC message authentication codes to imple-
ment authenticated communication [58]. Further, we employ
SHA256 to generate collision-resistant message digests.
Pipelined consensus. From our experience designing and
implementing Byzantine consensus protocols, we know that
throughput can be limited by waiting (e.g., due to message
latencies) or by computational costs (e.g., costs of signing
and verifying messages). To address both issues simulta-
neously, ResilientDB provides a multi-threaded pipelined
architecture for the implementation of consensus protocols.
In Figure 9, we have illustrated how GeoBFT is implemented
in this multi-threaded pipelined architecture.
With each replica, we associate a set of input threads that
receive messages from the network. The primary has one
input thread dedicated to accepting client requests, which
this input thread places on the batch queue for further pro-
cessing. All replicas have two input threads for processing
all other messages (e.g., those related to local replication
and global sharing). Each replica has two output threads for
sending messages. The ordering (consensus) and execution
of client requests is done by the worker, execute, and certify
threads. We provide details on these threads next.
Request batching. In the design of ResilientDB and
GeoBFT, we support the grouping of client requests in
batches. Clients can group their requests in batches and
send these batches to their local cluster. Furthermore, local
primaries can group requests of different clients into a sin-
gle batch. Each batch is then processed by the consensus
protocol (GeoBFT) as a single request, thereby sharing the
cost associated with reaching consensus among each of the
requests in the batch. Such request batching is a common
practice in high-performance blockchain systems and can
be applied to a wide range of workloads (e.g., processing
financial transactions).
When an input thread at a local primary PC receives a
batch of client requests from a client, the thread assigns it a
linearly increasing number and places the batch in the batch
queue. Via this assigned number, PC already decided the
order in which this batch needs to be processed (and the
following consensus steps are only necessary to communicate
this order reliably with all other replicas). Next, the batching
thread at PC takes request batches from the batch queue
and initiates local replication. To do so, the batching thread
initializes the data-structures used by the local replication
step, creates a valid pre-prepare message for the batch (see
Section 2.2), and puts this message on the output queue.
The output threads dequeue these messages from the output
queue and send them to all intended recipients.
When a input thread at replica R ∈ C receives a message
as part of local replication (e.g., pre-prepare, prepare,
commit, see Section 2.2), then it places this message in the
work queue. Next, the worker thread processes any incoming
messages placed on the work queue by performing the steps
of Pbft, the local replication protocol. At the end of the
local replication step, when the worked thread has received
n − f identical commit messages for a batch, it notifies
both the execution thread and certify thread. The certify
thread creates a commit certificate corresponding to this
notification and places this commit certificate in the output
queue, initiating inter-cluster sharing (see Section 2.3).
When a input thread at replica R ∈ C receives a message
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as part of global sharing (a commit certificate), then it places
this message in the certify queue. Next, the certify thread
processes any incoming messages placed on the certify queue
by performing the steps of the global sharing protocol. If the
certify thread has processed commit certificates for batches
in round ρ from all clusters, then it notifies the execution
thread that round ρ can be ordered and executed.
The execute thread at replica R ∈ C waits until it receives
notification for all commit certificates associated with the
next round. These commit certificates correspond to all the
client batches that need to be ordered and executed. When
the notifications are received, the execute thread simply
performs the steps described in Section 2.4.
Other protocols. ResilientDB also provides implemen-
tations of four other state-of-the-art consensus protocols,
namely, Pbft, Zyzzyva, HotStuff, and Steward (see
Section 1.1). Each of these protocols use the multi-threaded
pipelined architecture of ResilientDB and are structured
similar to the design of GeoBFT. Next, we provide some
details on each of these protocols.
We already covered the working of Pbft in Section 2.2.
Next, Zyzzyva is designed with the most optimal case in
mind: it requires non-faulty clients and depends on clients
to aid in the recovery of any failures. To do so, clients in
Zyzzyva require identical responses from all n replicas. If
these are not received, the client initiates recovery of any
requests with sufficient n−f responses by broadcasting certifi-
cates of these requests. This will greatly reduce performance
when any replicas are faulty. In ResilientDB, the certify
thread at each replica processes these recovery certificates.
HotStuff is designed to reduce communication of Pbft.
To do so, HotStuff uses threshold signatures to combine
n− f message signatures into a single signature. As there is
no readily available implementation for threshold signatures
available for the Crypto++ library, we skip the construction
and verification of threshold signatures in our implementation
of HotStuff. Moreover, we allow each replica of HotStuff
to act as a primary in parallel without requiring the usage of
pacemaker-based synchronization [94]. Both decisions give
our HotStuff implementation a substantial performance
advantage in practice.
Finally, we also implemented Steward. This protocol
groups replicas into clusters, similar to GeoBFT. Different
from GeoBFT, Steward designates one of these clusters
as the primary cluster, which coordinates all operations. To
reduce inter-cluster communication, Steward uses threshold
signatures. As with HotStuff, we omitted these threshold
signatures in our implementation.
4. EVALUATION
To showcase the practical value of GeoBFT, we now use
our ResilientDB fabric to evaluate GeoBFT against four
other popular state-of-the-art consensus protocols (Pbft,
Zyzzyva, HotStuff, and Steward). We deploy Resilient-
DB on the Google Cloud using N1 machines that have 8-core
Intel Skylake CPUs and 16 GB of main memory. Additionally,
we deploy 160 k clients on eight 4-core machines having 16 GB
of main memory. We equally distribute the clients across all
the regions used in each experiment.
In each experiment, the workload is provided by the Ya-
hoo Cloud Serving Benchmark (YCSB) [25]. Each client
transaction queries a YCSB table with an active set of 600 k
records. For our evaluation, we use write queries, as those
are typically more costly than read-only queries. Prior to
the experiments, each replica is initialized with an identical
copy of the YCSB table. The client transactions generated
by YCSB follow a uniform Zipfian distribution. Clients and
replicas can batch transactions to reduce the cost of consen-
sus. In our experiments, we use a batch size of 100 requests
per batch (unless stated otherwise).
With a batch size of 100, the messages have sizes of 5.4 kB
(preprepare), 6.4 kB (commit certificates containing seven
commit messages and a preprepare message), 1.5 kB (client
responses), and 250 B (other messages). The size of a commit
certificate is largely dependent on the size of the preprepare
message, while the total size of the accompanying commit
messages is small. Hence, the inter-cluster sharing of these
certificates is not a bottleneck for GeoBFT: existing Bft
protocols send preprepare messages to all replicas irrespec-
tive of their region. Further, if the size of commit messages
starts dominating, then threshold signatures can be adopted
to reduce their cost [85].
To perform geo-scale experiments, we deploy replicas across
six different regions, namely Oregon, Iowa, Montreal, Bel-
gium, Taiwan, and Sydney. In Table 1, we present our
measurements on the inter-region network latency and band-
width. We run each experiment for 180 s: first, we allow the
system to warm-up for 60 s, after which we collect measure-
ment results for the next 120 s. We average the results of
our experiments over three runs.
For Pbft and Zyzzyva, centralized protocols in which
a single primary replica coordinates consensus, we placed
the primary in Oregon, as this region has the highest band-
width to all other regions (see Table 1). For HotStuff, our
implementation permits all replicas to act as both primary
and non-primary at the same time. For both GeoBFT and
Steward, we group replicas in a single region into a single
cluster. In each of these protocols, each cluster has its own
local primary. Finally, for Steward, a centralized protocol
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in which the primary cluster coordinates the consensus, we
placed the primary cluster in Oregon. We focus our evalua-
tion on answering the following four research questions:
(1) What is the impact of geo-scale deployment of repli-
cas in distant clusters on the performance of GeoBFT, as
compared to other consensus protocols?
(2) What is the impact of the size of local clusters (relative
to the number of clusters) on the performance of GeoBFT,
as compared to other consensus protocols?
(3) What is the impact of failures on the performance of
GeoBFT, as compared to other consensus protocols?
(4) Finally, what is the impact of request batching on the
performance of GeoBFT, as compared to other consensus
protocols, and under which batch sizes can GeoBFT already
provide good throughput?
4.1 Impact of Geo-Scale deployment
First, we determine the impact of geo-scale deployment of
replicas in distant regions on the performance of GeoBFT
and other consensus protocols. To do so, we measure the
throughput and latency attained by ResilientDB as a func-
tion of the number of regions, which we vary between 1 and
6. We use 60 replicas evenly distributed over the regions,
and we select regions in the order Oregon, Iowa, Montreal,
Belgium, Taiwan, and Sydney. E.g., if we have four regions,
then each region has 15 replicas, and we have these replicas
in Oregon, Iowa, Montreal, and Belgium. The results of our
measurements can be found in Figure 10.
From the measurements, we see that Steward is unable
to benefit from its topological knowledge of the network: in
practice, we see that the high computational costs and the
centralized design of Steward prevent high throughput in all
cases. Both Pbft and Zyzzyva perform better than Stew-
ard, especially when ran in a few well-connected regions
(e.g., only the North-American regions). The performance
of these protocols falls when inter-cluster communication
becomes a bottleneck, however (e.g., when regions are spread
across continents). HotStuff, which is designed to reduce
communication compared to Pbft, has reasonable through-
put in a geo-scale deployment, and sees only a small drop in
throughput when regions are added. The high computational
costs of the protocol prevent it from reaching high through-
put in any setting, however. Additionally, HotStuff has
very high latencies due to its 4-phase design. As evident from
Figure 2, HotStuff clients face severe delay in receiving a
response for their client requests.
Finally, the results clearly show that GeoBFT scales well
with an increase in regions. When running at a single cluster,
the added overhead of GeoBFT (as compared to Pbft) is
high, which limits its throughput in this case. Fortunately,
GeoBFT is the only protocol that actively benefits from
adding regions: adding regions implies adding clusters, which
GeoBFT uses to increase parallelism of consensus and de-
crease centralized communication. This added parallelism
helps offset the costs of inter-cluster communication, even
when remote regions are added. Similarly, adding remote
regions only incurs a low latency on GeoBFT. Recall that
GeoBFT sends only f + 1 messages between any two clus-
ters. Hence, a total of O(zf) inter-cluster messages are sent,
which is much less than the number of messages commu-
nicated across clusters by other protocols (see Figure 2).
As the cost of communication between remote clusters is
high (see Figure 1), this explains why other protocols have
lower throughput and higher latencies than GeoBFT. In-
deed, when operating on several regions, GeoBFT is able to
outperform Pbft by a factor of up-to-3.1× and outperform
HotStuff by a factor of up-to-1.3×.
4.2 Impact of Local Cluster Size
Next, we determine the impact of the number of repli-
cas per region on the performance of GeoBFT and other
consensus protocols. To do so, we measure the throughput
and latency attained by ResilientDB as a function of the
number of replicas per region, which we vary between 4 and
15. We have replicas in four regions (Oregon, Iowa, Montreal,
and Belgium). The results of our measurements can be found
in Figure 11.
The measurements show that increasing the number of
replicas only has minimal negative influence on the through-
put and latency of Pbft, Zyzzyva, and Steward. As seen
in the previous Section, the inter-cluster communication cost
for the primary to contact individual replicas in other regions
(and continents) is the main bottleneck. Consequently, the
number of replicas used only has minimal influence. For
HotStuff, which does not have such a bottleneck, adding
replicas does affect throughput and—especially—latency,
this due to the strong dependence between latency and the
number of replicas in the design of HotStuff.
The design of GeoBFT is particularly tuned toward a large
number of regions (clusters), and not toward a large number
of replicas per region. We observe that increasing the replicas
per cluster also allows each cluster to tolerate more failures
(increasing f). Due to this, the performance drop-off for
GeoBFT when increasing the replicas per region is twofold:
first, the size of the certificates exchanged between clusters
is a function of f ; second, each cluster sends their certificates
to f + 1 replicas in each other cluster. Still, the parallelism
incurred by running in four clusters allows GeoBFT to
outperform all other protocols, even when scaling up to
fifteen replicas per region, in which case it is still 2.9× faster
than Pbft and 1.2× faster than HotStuff.
4.3 Impact of Failures
In our third experiment, we determine the impact of replica
failures on the performance of GeoBFT and other consensus
protocols. To do so, we measure the throughput attained by
ResilientDB as a function of the number of replicas, which
we vary between 4 and 12. We perform the measurements
under three failure scenarios: a single non-primary replica
failure, up to f simultaneous non-primary replica failures
per region, and a single primary failure. As in the previous
experiment, we have replicas in four regions (Oregon, Iowa,
Montreal, and Belgium). The results of our measurements
can be found in Figure 12.
Single non-primary replica failure. The measurements
for this case show that the failure of a single non-primary
replica has only a small impact on the throughput of most
protocols. The only exception being Zyzzyva, for which the
throughput plummets to zero, as Zyzzyva is optimized for
the optimal non-failure case. The inability of Zyzzyva to
effectively operate under any failures is consistent with prior
analysis of the protocol [3, 23].
f non-primary replica failures per cluster. In this exper-
iment, we measure the performance of GeoBFT in the worst
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Figure 10: Throughput and latency as a function of
the number of clusters; zn = 60 replicas.
Figure 11: Throughput and latency as a function of
the number of replicas per cluster; z = 4.
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Figure 12: Throughput as a function of the number of replicas per cluster; z = 4.
Left, throughput with one non-primary failure. Middle, throughput with f non-
primary failures. Right, throughput with a single primary failure.
Figure 13: Throughput as
a function of the batch
size; z = 4 and n = 7.
case scenario it is designed for: the simultaneous failure of f
replicas in each cluster (fz replicas in total). This is also the
worst case Steward can deal with, and is close to the worst
case the other protocols can deal with (see Remark 2.1).
The measurements show that the failures have a moder-
ate impact on the performance of all protocols (except for
Zyzzyva which, as in the single-failure case, sees its through-
put plummet to zero). The reduction in throughput is a
direct consequence of the inner working of the consensus
protocols. Consider, e.g., GeoBFT. In GeoBFT, replicas in
each cluster first choose a local client request and replicate
this request locally using Pbft (see Section 2.2). In each
such local replication step, each replica will have two phases
in which it needs to receive n− f identical messages before
proceeding to the next phase (namely, prepare and commit
messages). If there are no failures, then each replica only
must wait for the n− f fastest messages and can proceed to
the next phase as soon as these messages are received (ignor-
ing any delayed messages). However, if there are f failures,
then each replica must wait for all messages of the remain-
ing non-failed replicas to arrive before proceeding, including
the slowest arriving messages. Consequently, the impact of
temporary disturbances causing random message delays at in-
dividual replicas increases with the number of failed replicas,
which negatively impacts performance. Similar arguments
also hold for Pbft, Steward, and HotStuff.
Single primary failure. In this experiment, we measure the
performance of GeoBFT if a single primary fails (in one of
the four regions). We compare the performance of GeoBFT
with Pbft under failure of a single primary, which will cause
primary replacement via a view-change. For Pbft, we require
checkpoints to be generated and transmitted after every 600
client transactions. Further, we perform the primary failure
after 900 client transactions have been ordered.
For GeoBFT, we fail the primary of the cluster in Oregon
once each cluster has ordered 900 transactions. Similarly,
each cluster exchanges checkpoints periodically, after locally
replicating every 600 transactions. In this experiment, we
have excluded Zyzzyva, as it already fails to deal with non-
primary failures, HotStuff, as it utilizes rotating primaries
and does not have a notion of a fixed primary, and Steward,
as it does not provide a readily-usable and complete view-
change implementation. As expected, the measurements
show that recovery from failure incurs a small reduction in
overall throughput in both protocols, as both protocols are
able to recover to normal-case operations after failure.
4.4 Impact of Request Batching
We now determine the impact of the batch size—the num-
ber of client transactions processed by the consensus pro-
tocols in a single consensus decision—on the performance
of various consensus protocols. To do so, we measure the
throughput attained by ResilientDB as a function of the
batch size, which we vary between 10 and 300. For this
experiment, we have replicas in four regions (Oregon, Iowa,
Montreal, and Belgium), and each region has seven replicas.
The results of our measurements can be found in Figure 13.
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The measurements show a clear distinction between, on
the one hand, Pbft, Zyzzyva, and Steward, and, on the
other hand, GeoBFT and HotStuff. Note that in Pbft,
Zyzzyva, and Steward a single primary residing in a single
region coordinates all consensus. This highly centralized
communication limits throughput, as it is bottlenecked by
the bandwidth of the single primary. GeoBFT—which has
primaries in each region—and HotStuff—which rotates
primaries—both distribute consensus over several replicas
in several regions, removing bottlenecks due to the band-
width of any single replica. Hence, these protocols have suf-
ficient bandwidth to support larger batch sizes (and increase
throughput). Due to this, GeoBFT is able to outperform
Pbft by up-to-6.0×. Additionally, as the design of GeoBFT
is optimized to minimize global bandwidth usage, GeoBFT
is even able to outperform HotStuff by up-to-1.6×.
5. RELATEDWORK
Resilient systems and consensus protocols have been widely
studied by the distributed computing community (e.g., [50,
51, 54, 76, 80, 82, 84, 87, 88]). Here, we restrict ourselves
to works addressing some of the challenges addressed by
GeoBFT: consensus protocols supporting high-performance
or geo-scale aware resilient system designs.
Traditional Bft consensus. The consensus problem and
related problems such as Byzantine Agreement and Interac-
tive Consistency have been studied in detail since the late
seventies [32, 35, 36, 37, 38, 41, 42, 64, 65, 73, 78, 86, 87].
The introduction of the Pbft-powered BFS—a fault-tolerant
version of the networked file system [52]—by Castro et al. [18,
19] marked the first practical high-performance system using
consensus. Since the introduction of Pbft, many consensus
protocols have been proposed that improve on aspects of
Pbft, e.g, Zyzzyva, PoE, and HotStuff, as discussed in
the Introduction. To further improve on the performance
of Pbft, some consensus protocols consider providing less
failure resilience [2, 20, 29, 66, 68, 69], or rely on trusted
components [11, 22, 28, 57, 89, 90]. Some recent proto-
cols propose the notion of multiple parallel primaries [46,
47]. Although such designs have partial decentralization,
these protocols are still not geo-scale aware. None of these
protocols are fully geo-scale aware, however, making them
unsuitable for the setting we envision for GeoBFT.
Protocols such as Steward, Blink, and Menicus im-
prove on Pbft by partly optimizing for geo-scale aware
deployments [4, 5, 70, 71]. In Section 4, we already showed
that the design of Steward—which depends on a primary
cluster—severely limits its performance. The Blink protocol
improved the design of Steward by removing the need for
a primary cluster, as it requires each cluster to order all
incoming requests [4]. This design comes with high com-
munication costs, unfortunately. Finally, Menicus tries to
reduce communication costs for clients by letting clients only
communicate with close-by replicas [70, 71]. By alternating
the primary among all replicas, this allows clients to propose
requests without having to resort to contacting replicas at
geographically large distances. As such, this design focusses
on the costs perceived by clients, whereas GeoBFT focusses
on the overall costs of consensus.
Sharded Blockchains. Sharding is an indispensable tool
used by database systems to deal with Big Data [1, 26, 27,
34, 76, 88]. Unsurprisingly, recent blockchain systems such as
SharPer, Elastico, Monoxide, AHL, and RapidChain explore
the use of sharding within the design of a replicated block-
chain [6, 7, 30, 67, 92, 95]. To further enable sharded designs,
also high-performance communication primitives that en-
able communication between fault-tolerant clusters (shards)
have been proposed [53]. Sharding does not fully solve per-
formance issues associated with geo-scale deployments of
permissioned blockchains, however. The main limitation of
sharding is the efficient evaluation of complex operations
across shards [12, 76], and sharded systems achieve high
throughputs only if large portions of the workload access
single shards. For example, in SharPer [7] and AHL [30], two
recent permissioned blockchain designs, consensus on the
cross-shard transactions is achieved either by running Pbft
among the replicas of the involved shards or by starting a
two-phase commit protocol after running Pbft locally within
each shard, both methods with significant cross-shard costs.
Our ResilientDB fabric enables geo-scale deployment
of a fully replicated blockchain system that does not face
such challenges, and can easily deal with any workloads.
Indeed, the usage of sharding is orthogonal to the fully-
replicated design we aim at with ResilientDB. Still, the
integration of geo-scale aware sharding with the design of
GeoBFT—in which local data is maintained in local clusters
only—promises to be an interesting avenue for future work.
PermissionlessBlockchains. Bitcoin, the first wide-spread
permissionless blockchain, uses Proof-of-Work (PoW) to
replicate data [49, 74, 93]. PoW requires limited communi-
cation between replicas, can support many replicas, and can
operate in unstructured geo-scale peer-to-peer networks in
which independent parties can join and leave at any time [81].
Unfortunately, PoW incurs a high computational complexity
on all replicas, which has raised questions about the energy
consumption of Bitcoin [31, 91]. Additionally, the complexity
of PoW causes relative long transaction processing times
(minutes to hours) and significantly limits the number of
transactions a permissionless blockchain can handle: in 2017,
it was reported that Bitcoin can only process 7 transactions
per second, whereas Visa already processes 2000 transactions
per second on average [79]. Since the introduction of Bit-
coin, several PoW-inspired protocols and Bitcoin-inspired
systems have been proposed [40, 59, 60, 61, 77, 93], but none
of these proposals come close to providing the performance
of traditional permissioned systems, which are already vastly
outperformed by GeoBFT.
6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTUREWORK
In this paper, we present our Geo-Scale Byzantine Fault-
Tolerant consensus protocol (GeoBFT), a novel consensus
protocol with great scalability. To achieve great scalability,
GeoBFT relies on a topological-aware clustering of repli-
cas in local clusters to minimize costly global communica-
tion, while providing parallelization of consensus. As such,
GeoBFT enables geo-scale deployments of high-performance
blockchain systems. To support this vision, we implement
GeoBFT in our permissioned blockchain fabric—Resilient-
DB—and show that GeoBFT is not only correct, but also
attains up to six times higher throughput than existing
state-of-the-art Bft protocols.
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